Inflationtargeting(IT)--a policy frameworkthat directly targets an explicit inflation goal--hasgained widespreadattentionrecently as it has been adoptedby several OECD countries. There is a growing body of literatureon the ultimate long-termbenefits of price stabilityand on theoretical issues related to inflationtargeting. But the short durationof this practice has limitedthe number of works that empiricallyanalyzethe performanceof IT regimes. This paper examinesthe British inflationtargeting experiencesince 1993by focusingon the out-of-sampleforecast performanceof models fitted to the 1980s. The model over-predicts actual short-term and long-term interest rates, while it's inflation forecast is on track for the recent period. This implies that it took less monetary tightening to obtain a favorable inflation outcome. Identical exercises were repeated for France and the US, countries that have not adopted IT but have experienced low inflation in the recent period. The results for these countries show that recent low inflation has not been unusual when compared to forecasts from the models designed to fit the second half of the 1980s. That is, given the level of inflation, the degree of actual monetary policy tightness (measured in terms of short-term interest rate) is about what the model expects. Findings of this paper could be explained by enhanced credibility of the UK monetary policy since the adoption of IT.
Some evidence on the efficacy of the UK inflation targeting regime: an out-of-sample forecast approach
Chan Huhl
I. Introduction
Inflation targeting (IT)--a policy framework that directly targets an explicit inflation goal--has gained widespread attention in recent periods.2 The ultimate long-term benefits of price stability to be realized through inflation targeting are expected to be quite large. Also, a body of papers that discuss related theoretical issues, such as optimal designs of targets, has grown over time. However, the fact 'New Zealand(1990 ),Canadaand Israel (1991 , the UnitedKingdom(1992 ), Swedenand Finland(1993 ), and Spain(1994 .
3Fordiscussionsof the long-termbenefits, see Fisher (1994) , King (1994) . Varioustheoreticalissuesare discussedin Svensson(1993 Svensson( , 1996 , Hall and Mankiw(1994) , Woodford(1994) , McCallum(1995) . Ammer and Freeman (1995) , Freeman and Willis(1995) ,the papers in Haldane(1995) ,and in Leidermanand Svensson (1995) offer detaileddescriptiveaccountson some of the countriesthat adoptedIT.
4TheUK has been one of the countriesthat implemented IT. However, the depth and breadth of financial marketsset the {JKapart. For krther detailsof inila[iontargetingin the UK, see King (1994) and Bowen (1995) .
period. If there has been a noticeable structural shifi, the manner in which forecasts of the model -fitted totheearlier period mismatch thedata in the 1990sshould offer clues about the change. In particular, we focus on the model's forecast errors during the IT period for inflation, the short-term interest rate, and the long-term interest rate to see if they show any unusual patterns. It should hold true that when monetary policy becomes more credible a less restrictive monetary policy would accompany low inflation, ceteris paribus.
An alternative way of gauging a structural shifi is to assess changes in the terms of the tradeoff between output and inflation--i.e., the "sacrifice ratio". However, making a structural interpretation of estimated reduced form models.
to discern the nature of the dynamic relationships, but rather whether such an approach requires
The thrust of this exercise or not the structure of the is not dynamic relationship has remained intact throughout the sample period. Focusing on forecast performance consequently puts less demand on the estimated model Furthermore, the IT immediately followed the UK's membership in the Exchange Rate Mechanism. During the ERM period, the British monetary policy stance was tight due to the need to support the pegged pound exchange rate prescribed by the ERM (Ammer and Freeman, 1995) .
Consequently, inflation was low when the inflation targeting monetary regime was first installed. This makes casting the UK's experience in terms of "sacrifice ratios" somewhat absurd.s Preliminary examinations are carried out using a VAR model of the UK economy consisting of six quarterly variables estimated using data up to 1990.6 The fit of the model to later periods 'This is in strong contrastto New Zealand'sexperienceduringthe period leadingup to IT. A protracted periodof monetarytighteningwas necessaryto bring down inflationwhich was at 15 percent,incuning a substantialouput loss. Hence, the "sacrificeratios"gained currencyas the measureof effectivenessof the IT monetaryregime. See Mayes and Chapple(1995) for a criticalreview of this issue.
%e variablesare: real GDP growth,unemployment rate, inflationin retail price index (RPIX),the tradeweightedpound exchangerate, short-terminterestrate, and long-terminterestrate. The last two each relate to monetarypolicy stance and inflationexpectationsplus risk premium.
-2-deterioratesdrastically,suggestinginstabilityin the model. To further investigatethese preliminary observations,a VAR with Bayesianpriors (BVAR) is estimated. The baselinemodel that represents macroeconomicdynamicsup to the late 1980s is estimated using data from the corresponding period.'
The results show a noticeable divergence in the model's forecast performance since 1990 with respect to inflation and the short-term interest rate and, to a lesser extent, the long-term interest rate.
The model's inflation forecast had large forecasting errors (over-prediction) during the ERM periods and the early part of the IT period. However, this over-prediction bias disappeared rapidly. The longterm interest rate forecast showed no clear bias until the beginning of the IT period. Then, the model consistently over-predicted the actual long-term rate. Most noticeably, the model consistently over-predicted short-term interest rates throughout the inflation targeting period afier showing a reasonable fit during the ERM period. In short, despite a monetary policy stance that has not been as tight as the model would suggest, inflation has remained close to the model's forecast. The actual long-term rate also has been lower than the model's prediction, suggesting lower-than-expected inflation expectations and inflation risk premium in later periods.
One could attribute such constellations of forecast errors to an enhanced credibility of monetary policy. That is, monetary policy has become more effective in the sense that it takes less actual tightening to obtain a favorable inflation outcome as markets expect future monetary policy to be conducted along a shocks, such as a fall several developments path compatible with maintaining low inflation. Alternatively, favorable price in import prices, could also explain low inflation. However, there have been such as sterling depreciation during the period that have put upward pressure on 7TheBVAR framework,whichwas developedby Littermanand Simsbased on Theil's(1972) mixing estimationmethodology,is suitablefor this exercise. It entailsspecifyinga set of parametersthat represent prior knowledgeaboutthe structureof the economy,which is used in conjunctionwith actualdata for the estimationof the model. We determinetheseparametersin an optimizingfashionusing data from 1985to 1990. They in turn are fixed when forecastingthe out-of-sampleperiod (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) . In this sense, they representa salientdata structureof the 1985-1990period.
-3-inflation. Hence the explanation of enhanced monetary policy effectiveness becomes plausible.
A moderating inflation trend has not been unique to the UK but has been seen in many OECD countries in the 1990s. Presumably, the recession that visited major G-7 countries at the beginning of the 1990s could have caused this. However, the moderate trend has continued even when most of these economies moved well into recovery phases. This raises the possibility that the earlier finding of the mis-match between inflation and interest rates might not be unique to the British economy and particularly may have little to do with the institution of inflation targeting.
To test this possibility, the identical exercise was repeated using data from the US and France, two countries that have not adopted explicit IT monetary policy regimes. The results for tliese countries show that recent low inflation has not been unusual when compared to forecasts from the models designed to fit the second half of the 1980s. That is, given the level of inflation, the degree of actual monetary policy tightness (measured in terms of short-term interest rate) is about what the model expects. Hence, it is unlikely that this paper's results on the UK are mainly due to an exogenous low inflation trend commonly seen in most OECD countries, but not captured by the model. A caveat to this paper's finding is in order. Despite the low and stable inflation in the 19!?0s, indicators of long-term inflation expectations have not shown noticeable change. C)ne indicator is the yield spread between the British and the German long-term securities. Though the spread is narrower in the 1990s compared to the 1980s on average, it has not narrowed noticeably during the recent period. Survey measures of inflation expectations also have declined at a glacial pace.8 They seem to reveal lingering doubts about whether current low inflation can be extended into the future. This in 'However,an indicatorof inflationexpectationsderivedfrom a comparisonof conventionaland inflationindexedbond yieldsshow some changein patternsin the 1990s. Current inflationexpectationsmeasuresfor five and ten-yearhorizonsrespectively150basispointslower than its peak seen in early 1994(5-years)and in 1992-93(lO-years) . However, both the current levelsof the both measuresare 2 to 3 percenthigher than the prevailinginflationrate (p. 47, InflationReport (1996) ).
-4-The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II reviews UK economic developments in th respectively. Resu .
; late 1980s and early 1990s. Section 111describes the model and its estimation, ts are examined in Section V, and Sectio~lVI concludes. Kingdom: 1985 Kingdom: -1992 The British monetaryauthoritiesfocused, in turn, on broad as well as narrow monetaã ggregatesas intermediatetargets in the mid-1980s. Starting in the second half of the 1980s,the focus started to shifi to exchange rates as the pound sterling steadily appreciated against the German mark.
II. Economic Developments in the United
This began around the period of the 1985 Plaza Accord and the Lourve Accord of 1987, at which time major industrialized countries agreed to lower the value of the dollar and to maintain stability in key exchange rates. A widening external imbalance brought about by rising imports in 1986 also contributed to Britain's shifi to managing exchange rates around that time. External balances, which first recorded a current account deficit of &l.5 billion in 1986 after several years of surplus, deteriorated rapidly and reached about f29 billion in 1988 fueled by a strong domestic demand imports. GDP grew at 4 to 5 percent annually in real terms between 1985 and 1988. for In the meantime, the annual inflation in consumer prices, after ebbing to 4 percent in 1986, started to rise along with a surge in the domestic demand. This was followed by a substantial depreciation (about 10 percent) of the pound exchange rate in 1989. However, this fall in the pound exchange rate was arrested as the short-term interest rates were raised by about 2 percentage points to 15 percent at the end of 1989. Though short-rates gradually fell thereafter, it was not until March 1991 that the rates fell to where they had been in January 1989.
The exchange rate remained stable throughout 1990 and 1991. At the same time, output growth that averaged about 4 percent in the preceding five years first sharply contracted in the third -5-I quarter of 1990 and then continued to be negative throughout 1991. On the other hand, inflation measured in terms of the year-over-year retail price index excluding mortgage interest payment reached a peak of 9-1/4 percent in the fourth quarter of 1990. This increase, from a 6 percent range a year earlier, was partly due to the run-up in oil prices associated with the Gulf-crisis. A substantial output contraction notwithstanding, both this high inflation as well as the need to support the pound exchange rate initially severely limited the options available to monetary authorities. In particular, due to high German interest rates associated with the financial burden of the unification, the UK rates had to be kept high to defend the pegged sterling exchange rate. On the fiscal policy side, the government's budget balance, which maintained a surplus for several years afier 1987, also started to deteriorate significantly starting in early 1991. By late 1991, the situation became more and more untenable. Finally sterling lefi the ERM in September 1992 when it came under overwhelming pressure caused by a large-scale selling of sterling in the foreign exchange markets. This withdrawal subsequently lefi no nominal anchor to guide monetary policy. In October, the Chancellor of Exchequer announced the adoption of IT.
111.Estimation
One way to examine the impact of this sequence of events on the relationship how variables interact is to rely on a general model. For such an investigation, a VAR model of six variables was fitted to the UK data as follows;
(1)
Here X = {y, un, n, ex, sr, /r }: y; real GDP growth, un; unemployment rate, z; inflation in retail sr; short-term interest rate as the key measure exchangerate, and Zr;the long-term interest rate.9 Figure 1 shows data series for the period 1985Q1to 95Q3. First, the model is estimated using data from 1972Q1to 90Q2. Next, whether this specificationremains stable is examinedby inspecting residuals generated by fitting the model to data of the 1990Q2-95Q3). These observationssuggestthat there has been at least one perceptiblebreak in the sample period. This bodes well with the events in the British economy. In particular,the ERM and the 9TherealGDPindexexcluding theoil sectoris usedas theoutputvariable. Inflationis measuredin terms of the retail price indexexcludingmortgageinterestpayment. The X-11 filter was appliedto the price index, RPIX,to removeseasonality beforecalculating inflationrates. A trade-weighted nominal averageexchange rate compiled by theBankof Englandis usedas thepoundexchange rate. For theshort-andlong-term interest rates,therateson the3-monthinterbank loanandon the 3-1/2percentwar loan(consol) are respectively used. Growthratesof real GDPandtheRPIX(ie., inflation) areused. For therestof thevariables, loggedseries wereused. Thelag lengthof sixwasdetermined by testingvariousalternatives usingthelog-likelihood ratio testof Sims(1980) . Usingtherealexchange rate, insteadof nominal, didnotmaterially affecttheresults.
-7-adoption of the IT regime each could offer distinct demarcation points, a variant of the VAR modeling approach, namely, VAR with Bayesian To push this further, I follow priors developed by Litterman (1984) and Sims (1982) based on the mixing estimation methodology of Theil (1972) . mainly been used to improve long-term forecasting accuracy by estimating coefficients
The BVAR has using both data and reasonable priors.'" This framework is useful since a modeler can choose specific values for of optimizing criterion to a particular sub-sample period. Thus, one could tailor the priors by means the model specification to incorporate the d~'namicstructure of the data, or economy, in the sense of a set of prior restrictions on coefficients. Consequently, by fixing the priors to the values determined at the earlier stage in subsequent estimations, one could preserve the dynamic structure of the baseline estimation period. This idea is implemented in the following way: First, an ordinary VAR was estimated using data from 1973Q2 to 84Q4. Second, a set of hyper-parameters representing 'priors'are determined so as to minimize the one-to four-quarter ahead out-of-sample forecast of the VAR model for 1985Q1-90Q2. The end-product of step two is the BVAR version of (l).
The prior distributions for the coefficients (b,s) are specified as follows:
ii -N( 1,fla,~, y]), for i = 1 ati bi -N(O,f(a,~, y )), for i >1.
Here the subscript i denotes the lag length. This set of priors amounts to a random walk with a drifi. ]] '"Theprior informationis introducedin the way of hyper-parametersthat influence,in each equation,the degreeof interactionwith dependentvariable'sown lags as well as across differentvariablesin general, rather than specificindividualcoefficients. '*Alternatively, AR(1)coefficientsestimatedusingthe initialsampleperiod (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) were used as the prior values. Resultswere not sensitiveto such changesin the prior.
The variance of the prior distribution for a coefficient is given as f(.), which inversely reflects the degree to how certain the prior being imposed should be. That is, a small f(.) suggests that the chosen prior is very tightly distributed around the mean value. A large value for f(.) conversely suggests that the imposed prior has a large variance, hence a loose prior. The final estimation of coefficients is done by combining the prior and the actual data. Relatively speaking, the larger f(.), the stronger the influence of actual data on determining the coefficients. i2
To be specific, the values for the hyper-parameters a,~, and y were chosen to optimize the model's out-of-sample forecast performance of the VAR model estimated from the first stage for the sample period 1985Q1-90Q2. The optimization involves an objective function consisting of the sum of Root Mean-Squared-Errors over one-to four-quarter ahead forecasts.
where Wiand z~are respectively indexes for the forecast horizon, and the variables whose forecast errors are included in the objective function. The index k represents the forecast horizon. For example, the following expression stands for the difference between the output growth two periods 12Thevariancef(.) is determinedas a functionof three parameters;a,~, and y. The three parameterseach representthe overalltightnessof the prior, how fast the influenceof laggedvaluesdecay, and the degree of cross-variabledynamics. For example,the element~dictatesthe rate of decreasein the value of f(.) as the lag lengthincreases. Additionally,the parameteri dictatesthe influenceof (n,.z,n,.~,n,-x,..... yt2, yt.~, yt-q, ..., srt.2, sr,-
....,) on n,. Thus, a rapid decay means a tighterprior on the laggedvaluesof the variable. Equivalently, it reduces influencesfrom laggedvalues.
The parametery would determinehow much the other variables(eg.,y~-l, y~-z, yt.~,..., un~-,, unt-z, un~-
could influencen,. A largery allowsmore influencefrom other variablesin the inflationequation. For example,a combinationof rapid decay and a smally would reducethe role of lagged valuesbeyondthe first lag, and at the same time, reducethe role of the other variables. Hence,this combination pushesthe modeltowardsa univariaterandomwalk specification. For furtherdetaileddescriptions,see pp. 8-17 -8-23 of RATS 4.2 manual.
-9-hence andthe two-quarters-ahead output growth forecast the model made attimet.
In the current estimation, w, = 1, z~= 1 for i = 1 -4 and all ms. That is, the objective function includes all variables, and their one-to four-quarter ahead forecast errors are equally weighted. *3 A numerical search procedure was carried out over grids which define six different settings for three hyper-pararneters (eg.
there are 63 possible combinations) to minimize the objective function.14 The sample period begins in 1985. This is to allow for the fact that a new regime might hale been introduced in 1979 with the beginning of the Thatcher aciministratic)n. Five additional >/ears are allowed as an adjustment period. The sample period ends with the UK's participation in the ERM in 1990Q2.
In addition to the RMSE, three types of accuracy measures are used in this exercise. They are: (1) mean errors (ME), (2) mean absolute errors (MAE), and (3) Theil's U-statistics. (1) and (2) together convey information about the tendency of bias in the model's forecast. Suppose that the ME is negative, and at the same time, the absolute size of the ME is close to the corresponding MAE for the same forecasting periods. This would indicate that the model consistently over-predicts over time (assuming forecast errors are measured as actual minus forecast). The Theil's U-statistics are used as an indicator of the overa!l goodness of the forecast.
This statistic is useful in particular because it offers a unit-free comparison of the model's *31.e., the two-quarter-aheadforecasterror:
actual (y, t +2) -forecast (y, t, 2).
One could set some~s to zero, or excludethe RMSESof a subsetof variableswhen designinga model. Similarly,one could choosea particularcombinationof forecasthorizon(s)by settingsome wis equal to zero. 14Theprocesscan be describedas follows:Pick a point on the 63 grid of the hyper-parametervalues. Then, one-to four-quarterahead forecastsare made for the sampleperiod from 1985Q1-90Q2where the coefficients are sequentiallyupdatedover time afier each forecast.The forecasterrors are compiledfor the whole forecast period. This is repeatedfor all possiblesettingsof the h}'per-parameter valuesand forecasterrors for each settingof the hyper-parametersare scored. The optimal setting is chosen by selectingthe one that is associated with the minirnumRMSE.
-10-forecast against a random-walk model based forecast, or a no change forecast. It is calculated as the ratio between the RMSES of the model's forecast and no-change forecast. Thus, a Theil statistic value greater than one indicates that the model's forecast is less accurate than that of a random-walk model, and one could do better relying on the no-change forecast. Table 1 shows the statistics for the current model. Examinations of different statistics suggest that the specification is reasonable. The mean-errors and mean-absolute-errors together suggest that the specification does not have a consistent over-or under-prediction bias. At the same time, Theil's U-statistics show that the model forecast is superior to the no-change forecast, with the exception of the pound exchange rate.
V. Results
Once the hyper-parameter values are chosen, we generate out-of-sample forecasts starting with 1985Q1. Then the forecast accuracy statistics for rolling ten-quarter intervals are compiled. For example, the first interval started 1985Q1 and ended 87Q2. Similarly, the last interval is from 1993Q2 to 95Q3. We apply this rolling method for both one-and four-quarter-ahead forecasts. For the fourquarter-ahead forecast, the model started forecasting 1984Q1, so the first four-quarter-ahead forecast is for 85Q1.
For the purposes of exposition, a ten-quarter interval is treated as the unit interval for measuring forecast accuracy. This allows us several observations belonging exclusively to the IT period.15 The forecast accuracy statistics of these two periods are then compared with the rest of the sample periods, allowing one a 'small sample' feel about how close the model's forecasts are.
Furthermore,if there is a distinct pattern in the accuracymeasures,we might be able to make an 15Note that the UnitedKingdomwithdrewfrom the ERM in September1992,and inflationtargetingwas introducedthereafter. Accordingly,we have two out-of-sampleobservationsthat are entirelymade up of IT perioddata; one for 1993Q1-95Q2,and the other for 1993Q2-95Q3. 
A. The ERM period: 1990Q3-92Q4
There are some perceptibledifferencesacross these three sets of graphs. First, a marked deteriorationin the forecast accuracy sets in at differenttimes across variables. Both for inflationand the long-terminterestrate, the model first starts to over-predict,hence the forecast performance noticeably worsens starting sometime around the end of 1988, or the beginning of 1989. However, it was not until the end of 1990, or the beginning of 1991 when the performance of the short-rate forecast started to deteriorate. Hence, there is at least a one year gap between the time the forecast performance started to get worse for the three variables.
The ERM regime started in the third quarter of 1990. Thus, the behavior of inflation and inflation expectations/premium captured in the long-term interest rate during the period starting in late -12 -" 1988 through late 1990 could be attributed to an anticipation effect of the onset of the ERM regime.lG That is, once it became likely that the U.K. would participate in the ERM, markets anticipated a continuation of tight monetary policy to support a stronger pound exchange rate. Given that inflation was relatively high during these periods (RPI inflation of 4.4 and 5.7 in 1988 and 1989), the nominal rate had to be pushed up to support the real short-term interest rate around 5 percent, which was the level seen in 1987. In fact, the yield curve remained inverted throughout this period as short-term rates were higher than long-term rates since the second quarter of 1988. This, in turn, implied lower future inflation as well as sluggish activity. Both actual inflation and the long-term interest rate thus reflected these, and adjusted even before the actual inauguration of the ERM regime.
Since the model did not have this information, however, it persistently over-predicted actual inflation during the ERM period. In addition, there was a surge in RPI inflation in the second quarter of 1990 caused by the Gulf crisis. This, in turn, generated a very large forecast error as the model's forecast was far below the actual. The model took this to be a large unanticipated price shock and hence it introduced an upward bias in inflation forecast for subsequent periods.
In terms of the short-term interest rate forecast, the model did not have the same information about the ERM. Hence, the persistent high short-term interest rate in late 1991, or the lack of lowering of rates, in the face of weak output came as a surprise. This explains the under-prediction of the short-rate around 1989-1992, as shown in figures 4.1.A and 4.4.A.
B. Inflation Targeting Period: 1993Q1-95Q3
IG''Statements by the Chancellorof the Exchequersoon afier the meetingof the Group of Six Financial Ministersin Paris.....gavethe indicationthat the authoritieswere pursuingan unannouncedexchangerate target." (p.17, Paul Temperton,1990 ). There was widelyknown discordbetweenChancellorLawson(pro-ERM)and Prime MinisterThatcherwhich led to the ultimateremovalof Lawson from his positionin September1989. However,perhapsthe need to find an anchorto guide monetarypolicy and the importanceof the externalsector to the economymight have been perceivedto be more overwhelming. interest rate forecast as a benchmark, monetary policy has not been overly restrictive. That is, the -14-model expectedthe short-termrates to be higher than they actuallyturned out to be in the post-1993 sample period. However,despitethese lower-than-expectedconfigurationsof the short rates, actual inflationhad convergedrapidly to where the model expectedit to be. To the extent that the long-term interestrate proxiesthe inflationexpectationand inflationrisk premium,the model also over-predicted these over this period. Though changes in the credibilityof monetarypolicy in this inflationtargeting period is the likely explanation,other possibilitieswarrant our attention.
A positive supply shock could explain such an outcome. The sterling has depreciatedmore or less continuously since 1992. Though inflationary implication. For example, respectively in 1993 and 1994. At the this is a favorable terms-of-trade shock, it has a definite the unit value of imports increased by 10 and 3.4 percent, same time, there has been no evidence of extraordinarily favorable price shocks. In fact, the producer price index for input factors rose 4.7, 2.9, and 9.4 percent respectively for 1993, 1994, and 1995.
Another possibility is that there was a favorable inflation environment in the form of low wage pressures during this period. Indeed, there have been few perceptible pressures on wages and unitlabor costs in the recent period, even with the robust activity seen in 1994, for example. The pace of growth in average earnings slowed to around 3-3/4 percent (from about 6 to 7 percent) in the last three years. This moderation in wage pressures could be attributed to cyclical as well as structural factors.
The official claimant-count based unemployment rate has declined noticeably since the 1990-92 recession. However, the labor force participation rate has not increased proportionately, suggesting some residual slack in the labor markets. In addition, a large scale privatization of public corporations and a weakening labor union have been important changes British labor markets since the early 1980s.
These developments affected patterns of wage settlements and hence should have influenced wage behavior in recent periods. However, a low inflation environment and increased credibility ofa low inflation monetary regime must have been factors contributing to such wage behavior. Workers would -15-settle for a smaller rise in nominal wages if they expect slower erosion of the purchasing power of their nominal wages over the contract period, ceteris paribus. Hence, a lack of wage inflation can not be an independent explanation of the observed changes in the forecast performance pattern since 1990.
Improvement in the effectiveness of monetary policy still remains a likely explanation. That is, despite a monetary policy stance that has not been as tight as the model would suggest, inflation has remained close to the model's forecast. The model also expected a higher long-term interest rate (larger inflation expectations and risk premium). The UK monetary policy has become more effective in the sense that it has taken less tightening to obtain a favorable inflation outcome. This would not have been possible if markets fully discounted the credibility of the new IT regime.
On the other hand, a moderating inflation trend has not been unique to the UK but has been seen in many OECD countries in the 1990s. Presumably, the recession that visited major G-7 countries at the beginning of the 1990s could partly explain this observation. However, the moderating trend has continued even when most of these economies moved well into recovery phases.
This raises the possibility that the earlier finding of the mis-match between inflation and interest rates might not be unique to the British economy and particularly has little to do with the institution of inflation targeting. This possibility is examined in the next section.
C. Cross country comparison: France and the US
This section examinesresults from the identicalexercisesrepeated for the key G-7 countries that have not adopted an explicit IT regime, namely,France and the US.17 Panels in Figure 6 show *'Quarterlydata from 1972-84Q4were used for the initialestimation,1985Q1-90Q2for the hyper-parameter estimation,and 1990Q3-95Q3for the out-of-sampleforecast. The same set of six variablesare used; growth in real GDP, inflationin consumerprice indexes,short-terminterestrates (one-monthParis interbankmoney market rate for France,and 3-monthT-bill for US), long-terminterestrates (long-termbellwetherbond yield for France, and 10-yearrate for US), trade-weightedexchangerates, and unemployment rates. Parameterand weight setups -16-the inflation forecast errors for France and the US models respectively. The comparable figures from the British model are shown as dotted lines in all graphs to facilitate a direct comparison. In general, forecast errors for the two economies are smaller and less erratic. There is no discernible bias tendencyin a one-quarter-forecast horizon. Over a four-quarter-forecast horizon,the model'sforecast performancefor France somewhattemporarilyworsened in the early 1990s,but otherwiseno clear trend can be found. Interestingly,accordingto the Theil'sstatisticsfor the four-quarter-aheadforecast, the US model has distinctlybeen over-predictingactual inflationsince 1993 in terms of the Theil statistics. This corroborateswell with the perceptionthat inflation in the US has become unusually well-behavedin the recent period. Figure 7 show forecast errors for the short-term interest rate. For France, rising MAE and a falling ME pattern seen in a one-quarter-ahead forecast suggests that the model tended to over-predict short-term interest rates since 1993. However, this does not suggest a significant bias as patterns in both four-quarter-ahead MAE and ME and Theil statistics do not indicate such a tendency.
Panels in
On the other hand, both MAE and ME have been approaching the horizontal line from above and below in the recent period. This suggests that errors are small and evenly distributed between overand under-prediction. This generally improving trend is also reflected in Theil statistics. Interestingly, the pattern of Theil statistics for both France and the US show a markedly improving trend since 1994, in contrast to that seen in the UK. Figure 8 show forecast errors for the long-term interest rate. No particularly discernible patterns can be seen for France or the US. They are relatively more well-behaved in comparison to those for the UK.
In general, forecast errors from models for France and the US tend to be more well behaved for hyper-parameterestimations--RMSE minimizationproceduredescribedin 'Estimation' section--are identical to those for the UK case.
-17-and smaller in absolute size since 1993. This suggests that the relative fit of the UK model is worse than those for the two other countries. Despite the similarity seen between most G-7 countries by way of low inflation, a more systematic comparison points to some perceptible differences between the inflation targeting UK and non-inflation targeting France and US.
To summarize, the recent mild inflation seen in the latter two economies was not unusual in light of their experiences since the mid-1980s. However, in the case of the UK, it has been unusual. Identical exercises were repeated for France and the US, countries that have not adopted IT but ha~'eexperienced low inflation in the recent period. Results show that, unlike the UK's case, recent 18There exist some interestingdifferenceswithin IT countries. The UK's IT regime differs from thoseof other countriesin that it specifiesonly the goal to be achieved. New Zealand and Canadanot ordyspeci~their explicitgoals, but also speci~an explicitpenaltyfor failure (New Zealand), and grant a great deal more autonomyto the centralbanks (New Zealand, Canada). Thus, in some sense, the UK's arrangementis less binding. Such differencesnotwithstanding, this paper's findingindicatesan enhancedcredibilityof monetary policy. Hence, perhapsthe fact that IT offers an objectiveand explicityardstickthat monetaryauthorities' performancecan be held to is the key. In the event of failureto meet the goal, reactionsby politiciansand financialmarketscould deal severe repercussionsto policymakers. For example, an increasein the government'sfundingcost wouldbe one consequence.
-18-low inflation in these economies has not been unusual when compared to forecasts from models D•designed to fit the second half of the 1980s. That is, given the level of inflation, the degree of actual monetary policy tightness (measured in terms of short-term interest rate) is about what the model expects.
Despite the findings of this exercise, however,indicatorsof have not been unanimous or unambiguous in pointing to low future long-terminflationexpectations inflationin the 1990s. Survey measures of inflation expectations also have declined at a glacial pace. These suggest that establishing the monetary policy credibility over the long-term horizon is a highly costly commodity.
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